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act2
Compagnie catherine dreyfus
As choreographer and performer, Catherine Dreyfus starts imposing her own style in the year 2000 with her first
piece “Toit Emois”, duet on a sofa bed. By creating the Act2 Company a few years ago, she keeps developing her
identity as an artist. Rich from the people she’s met, in France and abroad - Odile Duboc, Simone Sandroni (Co
Déjà Donné), Nathalie Pernette, Alain Imbert, Micha Purucker, etc., but also from theater and circus companies –
her work is inspired by different worlds and techniques.
Fluidity, musicality, poetry and everyday life situations make up her universe, tinged with surrealism and
irony.
She enriches her performances with interventions meant to open people to art, by play activities based on the
senses that allow her to broach subjects found in all artistic disciplines. She runs several project meant for people
in great difficulty (handicapped, convicts…)

The company’s work focuses on three main activities:

1. Creating
The Company is currently starting on a new creation meant for young audiences, but open and understandable to all.
Other projects are on the way…
The creations articulate themselves around the notion of roaming. It stimulates the evolution of the work: from the beginning of a
creation to its accomplishment. Sharing is a very important part of this process. The company fuels its evolution by confronting
itself to other artists, different audiences (amateurs and professionals), and planning the different stages of creation in several
venues.

2. Performing
The company offers 4 different elaborate pieces that they can perform :

-

Lieu commun ?
Circonvolutions
H2O
Quadrille

3. Teaching and increasing awareness of the arts
Along with its performances, the company offers a program meant to open people to dance, intended for a large audience
(schools, amateurs, professionals, prisons, handicapped, etc…). We work with our 5 senses in a way destined to broach in play
several values necessary to the building of one’s personality and his relationship with other people.
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Et si j’étais Moi!
(What if I was me !)
YOUNG AUDIENCE- ALL AUDIENCE / 52 MINUTES
« I feel like a pancake when I’m tired and my body lies
down and stretches.
I feel like a lively poppy under a summer breeze when I’m
bursting with enthusiasm.
I feel like a shaker fit to burst when my emotions
overwhelm me. »
By staying in touch with the people and objects populating
our childhood, the dancers rediscover their body, seized by
its obviousness.
Striking metaphor of life in each and every one of us, at the
beginning only organic matter bound by a single energy, Et
si j’étais moi ! follows the path that has made us grow and
become who we are now.
Now bestowed with a singular identity and its neurosis, the
depressive pancake, the narcissistic poppy and the
tortured shaker meet, brush and fight for better or for
worse!
This interactive show about childhood and growing up uses
organic, sensory and poetic input with humor and skills. A
true invitation to travel in our own imaginary spaces, Et si j’étais moi ! pays respect to our inner child to join children and adults
in a common world, the dream world.
Choreography
Artistic assistant
Dance
Lights
Music
Stage design

Catherine Dreyfus with the dancers
Christian Sonderegger
Mélodie Joinville, Gaétan Jamard et Catherine Dreyfus
Arnaud Poumarat
Stéphane Scott
Jean-François Sturm / Arnaud Poumarat

Coproduction
La Filature Scène nationale de Mulhouse, Le CREA, scène conventionnée Jeune Public- MOMIX 2010 - Kingersheim, La
Méridienne - Théâtre de Lunéville, CCN Le Ballet de L’Opéra National du Rhin - Mulhouse (accueil studio 2009), le Théâtre
Nuithonie - Fribourg, Suisse

Press reviews
"The young choreographer from Mulhouse, Catherine Dreyfus, immerses herself in the world of childhood with a dance
performance, playful and really delightful, for all audiences. (...). They’re having a blast onstage, the performance sparkles
with life and dance becomes accessible, simple as 1,2,3". (...) And the result is an obvious success! The public rehearsal in front
of the children from Kingersheim was conclusive: the kids are laughing out loud, the adults are smiling. A very nice work."
Journal du spectacle du Haut Rhin – Dorothée Lachmann – Janvier 2010
"A surprising performance, fresh and poetic (...). The choreography is quivering with joy, the staging astonishes and delights
everyone." Dernières Nouvelles d'Alsace- 11/01/2010
"A sparkling creation around the notion of identity". G.M. Dernières Nouvelles d'Alsace- 12/01/2010

Disgressive rate depending on the number of performances ++4 ou 5
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TECHNICAL RIDER
Performance « Et si j’étais moi ! »
ACT2-Compagnie Catherine Dreyfus
THE COMPANY PROVIDES
SET : The set is a moving cube (2,70x2,70x2,70m). It is put in motion by the performers. It turns on itself by the help
of a technician hidden on one side of the stage. White panels slide on every side of the cube (see below the stills).

The set has been built by the Opera National du Rhin of Strasbourg. The fireproof license can be provided by the
company.

LUMIERE
The company provides the fluorescents and the dimmer, which control the lighting inside the cube.

THE THEATER SHOULD PROVIDE
STAGE
-

Min. space 10x10m from wall to wall
Height : 6m minimum
Black dance carpet. Each band should be fixed separately on the floor then to each other, to avoid the
carpet twists and stops the cube turning and moving
1x black drop in the front of the stage (open and close) and 1xblack drop in the background
1 black curtain on each backside of the stage (at least 1,50m wide)

LIGHTING
-

10 x profile 1kW 15-38°or Source Four ETC 36° 750W
7 x Fresnel or PC 2kW
33 x PC 1kW
36 x PAR CP 62
2 x PAR CP 61
9 x boom (Height : 2m)
1 x boom (Height : 3m)
5 x floor booms
1 x light board / 54 channels 3kW
1 x DMX output on stage+ 1 x black DMX cable 15m

-

2 x speaker as PS 15 for the front
2 x speaker as PS 10 for the stage
1 x sub
1 x mixer easy to use
2 x equalizer 24 band
2 x CD player

SOUND

COSTUMES and DRESSING ROOM
- steam iron + ironing board
- Please provide mineral water, coca-cola, biscuits, fresh fruits and towels in the dressing room

TECHNICIANS
-

-

1 person for washing and drying the costumes if more than 2 performances
Presetting of the lighting before the arrival of our crew.
Day before the performance :
o 2 lighting technicians (3x4h).
o 1 technician will rehearse with the dancers the set up day to turn the cube. The same
technician should be present during the performance to turn the cube.
o 1 sound technician (4h)
After the performance : 2 technicians to build down the set and help loading the set within 2h.

Technical director : Arnaud Poumarat - +33 (0)6 70 00 82 27- ap@arnaudpoumarat.com
Stand february. 2010

